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Looking for a reliable yet affordable essay writing website? We have compiled for you

the 7 best research paper writing services that offer not only quality essay writing

support, but also a number of nice bonuses.

Recently, the concept of delegation has made its way not only into our language but

also into our daily lives. Receiving help and asking for it is no longer embarrassing. This

innovation also applies to the field of education. With the plethora of irrelevant subjects

included in the educational curriculum, the only way to cope with a plethora of written

assignments is to deprive yourself of sleep. However, thanks to academic writing help,

these great sacrifices are by no means justified.

After a thorough market analysis, we have selected the most reliable sites that offer the

best research paper writing services. In compiling this list, we were guided by the

following aspects: transparency, reliability, and reasonable price. The platforms listed

below have proven their competence and professionalism.

�.  Paper Help — Best Overall �

�.  Cheap Paper Writing — Best for Impeccable Reputation �

�.  Evolution Writers - Best for Verified Cheap Papers Writers �

�.  99papers — Best for The Vast Hub of Freebies;

�.  Speedy Paper — Best for High-Quality Research Paper Writing Solutions;

�.  Essay Box — Best for The Speed Essay Writing Options;

�.  Extra Essay — Best for The Top-Notch Extra Services.

Where to Find High-Quality Research Paper Help?

We have selected 7 top-notch writing services that stand out from the crowd with one

or more particularly well-designed features. You can evaluate these platforms using the

table below and choose the website that meets your needs and goals.
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Site Why Best? Types of Services Prices

Paper Help This platform is about

quality essay writing

services with a

professional database of

writers and sales

benefits.

Essays, research papers,

dissertations, rewriting,

PowerPoint presentations,

reports, etc.

$ 10 - $21 per

page prepared in

7 days

Cheap Paper

Writing

It is a top-notch online

writing paper site

providing all kinds of

assignments at student-

friendly prices and nice

free features.

Essays, editing,

proofreading, paper help,

calculations, cover letters,

creative writing, etc.

$ 18 - $28 per

page prepared in

7 days

Evolution Writers Since 2004, this writing

service has been

providing quality

services in various fields

of knowledge.

Essays, lab reports,

dissertations, PowerPoint

presentations, book reports,

calculations, etc.

$ 20 - $30 per

page prepared in

7 days

99papers A reliable writing service

that easily combines low

prices and high-quality

Essays help, coursework,

quizzes, research papers,

bibliography service, etc.

$ 13 - $30 per

page prepared in

7 days

Speedy Paper A real find for students:

low prices, many good

reviews, adherence to

deadlines and a

collection of free

articles

Various types of essays,

cover letters, critical

thinking, term papers,

resumes, etc.

$ 14 - $29 per

page prepared in

7 days

$
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1. Paper Help — Best Overall �

This online essay writing service is convincing in many aspects: a long list of essay types,

affordable prices for students, meeting deadlines, good guarantees, 24/7 support for

research papers and the like. PaperHelp writing service has been on the market since

2013. For 10 years, these guys have created a very cool platform that helps students with

a wide range of assignments and does it perfectly.

PaperHelp is here to help you with different types of help for research papers, be it

academic writing, editing, proofreading, or calculations. Moreover, the presence of free

advantages, such as free titles and reference pages, testifies to professionalism and

respect for customers. This research paper writing service offers a wide range of services

for all academic levels of study: high school, undergraduate, graduate, and professional.

You can also enjoy the bonuses offered by the service: a 15% discount on your first order

and several VIP options such as first-order priority, an extended review period, and 24/7

VIP support. Whether or not you use the additional features depends on the importance

and complexity of your task. In any case, PaperHelp is highly appreciated by students:

4.3 stars on TrustPilot and 5 stars on SiteJabber.

Essay Box This platform has solid

experience in writing

assignments of different

complexity and on

different topics.

Essays, statistics

assignments, SWOT

analysis, case studies,

business plans, etc.

19 - $31 per page

prepared in 7

days

Extra Essay One of the platforms

you can trust with even

a dissertation: affordable

prices, exceptional user

support, and hard-to-

find extra services.

Essays, assessments,

paraphrasing, topic

suggestion, editing,

rewriting, etc.

$ 12.95 - $23.60

per page

prepared in 7

days

Pros Cons

An open library of writers No pay-after-delivery option
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2. Cheap Paper Writing — Best for Impeccable Reputation �

The name of the website speaks for itself. However, low prices in no way affect the quality

of the professional services we offer you. The most important thing for any academic

writing service is the reputation that comes from customer feedback. CheapPaper service

is highly rated by grateful students: 5 stars on SiteJabber and 4.3 stars on Trustpilot.

This is an incredible result for a service that has been in existence for just over two years.

All academic writing help services are divided into two main categories: Essay Services

and Homework Services. This division helps users find what they need faster, as the

platform is used by both high school and college students.

Also, pay attention to the library of research paper writers: not only can you see

customer reviews, but you can also check how many high-quality papers have been

completed, what kind of academic degree the writer has, and what he or she specializes

in. This concern for customers sometimes increases the credibility of the service. By the

way, at the academic writing company, you can also see sample texts of the writer you

choose. It's a great option, isn't it?

Nice discounts

Free-of-charge extra writing options

Responsive customer support

High-quality VIP service

Pros Cons

A comprehensive library of cheap papers

writers

No pay-after-delivery option

A free revision option No links to social media
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3. Evolution Writers — Best for Verified Cheap Papers Writers �

If you are looking for a proven and affordable essay writing service, you should take a

closer look at EvolutionWriters. This service has everything you need to free you from a

lot of paper tasks: different types of essays, reviews, resumes, theses, dissertations,

PowerPoint presentations, and the like.

At the same time, solid guarantees leave no doubt about the reliability of this academic

writing help service: money-back guarantee, student-friendly services, absolute

confidentiality, and many advantages for each order, for example, anti-plagiarism check,

4 revisions, and much more.

By the way, all research paper writers on the site undergo rigorous tests: a grammar and

language test, writing an essay on a specific topic, and accreditation of a university

degree (bachelor's, master's, Ph.D.). Without exception, all writers of this custom essay

writing service deserve your trust.

Free sample papers

Student-friendly prices

Pros Cons

Rock-solid money-back guarantees Unlimited revisions

100% original papers

Free paper samples

A hub of freebies

Verified cheap papers writers
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4. 99papers — Best for The Vast Hub of Freebies

In a rapidly changing world, you have to decide what to save: time or money. 99paper

offers you a unique way to save both of these valuable resources. This professional essay

writing service is aimed at students at any stage of education: high school,

undergraduate, master's, and Ph.D. Whether it is a book review, a dissertation sample, or

even a poem, 99paper's writers are ready to help you and provide you with the best

academic writing help.

To assess the level of the author's writing skills, you can refer to the Samples section,

where some examples of papers written by professional writers are posted. Perhaps

these articles will help you to get inspired in writing your essay.

The most pleasant thing about this service is the incredible free writing features. The

client gets several important services for free: a title page, bibliography, outline,

proofreading, formatting, and unlimited proofreading. Tempting, isn't it?

5. Speedy Paper — Best for High-Quality Research Paper Writing
Solutions

SpeedyPaper knows what experience is and wants its authors to know it too (and on this

website they have it, believe us!). The team does its best to live up to the most

experienced professional academic writing services. An impeccable reputation,

Pros Cons

A vast array of freebies Prepayment for services

Customer service 24/7

A+ results

Free-of-charge revision

Low prices
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affordable prices, and a very strict attitude toward deadlines are three aspects that

accurately characterize the SpeedyPaper team.

Users of the platform rate the offered services highly: 4.98 stars on the Jaber site with

over 4500 reviews. People create a reputation: if the platform does everything right, it

does not go unnoticed.

In addition to high-quality paid services, the SpeedyPaper website offers a large

portfolio of free essays on various fields, such as human resources, the aviation industry,

gun violence, and many other highly specialized areas. There are more than 14,000

essays available to website visitors, can you imagine?

6. Essay Box — Best for Speed Essay Writing Options

Do you need a research paper written by professional academic writers? With 8 years of

experience in essay writing, EssayBox knows what a professional approach is. Thanks to

the user-friendly interface and well-thought-out design, you can quickly navigate the

website and find the service you need.

By the way, if you have completely forgotten about your assignment and have three

hours left, EssayBox knows what to do. All you have to do is fill out a quick form and pay

for the order. Sometimes the delivery speed is the decisive factor in this business. If for

Pros Cons

Free essays to get inspired No pay-after-delivery option

High customer feedback

Thesis statement generator

Nice discounts

Plagiarism free papers
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some reason your assignment is not ready on time, you have the right to demand a part

of your money back.

On the website, you can order an essay on any topic: 25+ options, including marketing,

medicine, theology, political science, and finance. By the way, when filling in the order

form you can choose the style of the paper depending on the university, for example,

APA, MLA, Chicago/Turabian, etc.

7. Extra Essay — Best For The Top-Notch Extra Services

Are you looking for the cheapest essay writing service that focuses on results?

ExtraEssay will pleasantly surprise you. It is a unique combination of low prices, a

customer loyalty program, transparency, and endless possibilities.

For an additional fee, you get several features that are hard to find in other writing

services. You can choose a writer who has already completed your assignments, select

an advanced writer for double credibility, request a first draft to make sure the writer

understands your requirements, and much more. Such a serious approach speaks

volumes.

Whether it's an essay, a speech, a cheap term paper, or a cover letter, the ExtraEssay

team can do your assignment even a little better than you'd expect.

Pros Cons

8+ years of experience No pay-after-delivery option

Strong adherence to urgent deadlines No writers’ profiles open

Low prices compared to the market

Friendly support representatives

Professional paper writers
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Frequently Asked Questions

1. Is it legal to use academic writing services?

Using academic writing help services is not against the law and can therefore be

considered legal. Of course, part of any educational activity is completing assignments

on your own, but with additional research paper writing help, you can improve your

academic performance and free up time for specialized disciplines.

2. Is it possible to pay for the service after the assignment is completed
by the author?

The author's service is paid at the time of order. This is a guarantee of the site from

unscrupulous customers. If you want to assess the quality of the writing skills of the

authors, then many websites publish samples of written works.

3. What if I am dissatisfied with the quality of the completed essay?

Every professional custom essay writing service has a refund option in case of

unforeseen circumstances. If the work was done by the writer in bad faith, you will be

refunded the amount of your order in full or partially, depending on the money-back

guarantee policy.

4. Do research paper writers provide anti-plagiarism guarantees?

Each text undergoes a plagiarism check: standard or Turnitin, at the customer's choice.

Most websites offer the guarantee of 100% plagiarism-free essays and other written

Pros Cons

Loyalty discounts No open authors library

Secure payment methods

24/7 customer support

Real-time customer reviews



works.

5. Can university professors know that I have used the research paper
writing service?

No, they can't. Professional research essay writing services pay attention to the client's

confidentiality and do not ask for their personal data. All communication takes place

within the website. The academic writing company will not know where and in what

educational institution you are studying.

6. Do research writing sites provide revisions after completing an
assignment?

Of course. All sites offer more than 3 free revisions. If you have written an essay yourself

but are not sure of its quality, you can order proofreading or editing as a separate service.

Final Words

If you think you can't handle the study load, you don't have to give up on your studies.

Just turn to academic writing services. Professional research paper writers will do their

best to make even the most difficult essays, papers and calculations get an A+. We hope

that our selection of reliable essay writing services will help you free up some time for

your hobbies and for connecting with your family and friends. Let's learn to prioritize!
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